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In this thesis, we focus on the use of the particle filter in finding a posterior 
estimate of the latent state variable given observed measurements under a nonlinear 
dynamic system. For the original particle filter, sampling-importance resampling 
(SIR) algorithm is used to draw the samples in the prediction stage. Besides using 
the SIR algorithni, wc consider an approach which uses the acccptaiicc-rejectioii 
method. The estimation result by using the acceptance-rejection method is better 
than that by the SIR method. Wc also modify the acccptanco-rcjection method to 
obtain a better result in particle filter. 
Besides, we will focus on the target tracking problem, which includes the bearings-
only tracking, single-target tracking and multi-target tracking problems. We use 
them to demonstrate the idea of the particle filter that makes use of the SIR method, 
the acccptancc-icjcctioii iiictliod and the modified acccptancc-rcjaction inotliod. For 
a bearings-only tracking example, we introduce a new importance function that is 
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The term 'dynamic' refers to phenomena that create timo-changing pattern. In 
our daily lives or in scientific investigation, nearly all observed phenomena have 
iniportaiit dynamic views. Specific examples may arise in physical systems such as 
a travelling space vehicle or a home heating system. In social systems, we have the 
evolution of a tribal class system, or the behaviour of an economic structure. For 
more detail, please road Liionliergor (1979). 
Suppose we are interested in a dynamic system with {t»o，巧…} a sequence of 
the latent state vcctors and {so，Si...} a scquciicc of observed iiicasurciiicnts. The 
state vector satisfies v^+i = fkivk-, ^ k) where {e/J is a white noise process whose 
distribution is known and is independent of time and J\- is a known system transition 
function. What wo obsorvo arc the inoasm-emonts Sq, Si,.... The measurements relate 
to the state vectors through a measurement equation sii=hk{vk, ^k) where •{似 is 
another white noise pioccss whose distribution is known and is independent of time 
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and h.k is a known mcfusiiromcnt function. When the functions are linear with rospcct 
to the variable and the parameter and {e/J and {Sk} are independent white noise 
Gaussian processes, we can use Kaliiiaii filter (KF) to handle the inference problem. 
Extended Kalman filter (EKF) is an extension of KF to nonlinear dynamics and 
nonlinear measurement equations. 
In this thesis, wo will mainly focus on the estimation of tho posterior moan of the 
state variable given observed measurements under a nonlinear system using particle 
filter. Particlc filter is one of the sequential importance sampling (SIS) methods 
under the field of Sequential Monte Carlo method (SMCM). The SIS technique is a 
recently proposed method for approximating the posterior distribution of the state 
vcctor for a possibly nonlinear dynamic system (Liu and Chen 1998) and SMCM 
is used to solve non-linear problems. Particle filter is very useful in many fields, 
for cxcunplc, in navigation, positioning and tracking problems. For particle filter, 
ill principle the posterior probability density fimction (pelf) may be obtained in two 
stages recursively. The two stages are the prediction stage and the update stage. 
In tho prediction stage, sampling-importanco resampling (SIR) algorithm is nsocl 
to draw the samples. In this thesis, we will consider an approach which uses the 
acccptaiicc-rcjcctioii method to draw the samples. Wc also modify the acccptaricc-
rejection method to obtain a better sampling result in particle filter. 
Besides, we will also focus on the target tracking problem to demonstrate the idea 
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of particle filter that makes use of the SIR method, the acceptanco-rojoction method 
and the modified acceptance-rejection method separately. Target tracking deals with 
the state estimation of a known number of moving targets, based on measuieiiients 
such as radar or sonar returns (Bar-Shalom and Fortmann 1988). Target tracking is 
one of the most essential and fundamental technologies in real world computer vision 
systems. Wo will consiclor the boarings-only tracking example, as well as single-
target tracking and multi-target tracking. For bearings-only tracking example, we 
will introduce a new iiiiportaiicc distribution and coiiiparc it with the traditional 
one. For the single-target tracking and multi-target tracking, there is a problem of 
data association. It means that we observe a number of signals and we do not know 
which signal comes from which target or which observation docs not come from any 
targets. We will tackle this problem by a Bayesian data association method called 
the joint probability data association (JPDA) (Bar-Shciloin and Foitmaiiii 1988). 
For JPDA, we will also apply the SIR method, the acceptance-rejection method and 
the modified acceptance-rejection method. JPDA is one of the common methods 
for the (lata association problem. 
In this thesis, we use four examples to compare the performance of posterior mean 
estimation by the SIR method, the acccptancc-rcjcctioii method and the modified 
acceptance-rejection method. The four examples are an one dimensional non-linear 
dynamic system, a bearings-only tracking, a single-target tracking, and a multi-
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target tracking. The results show that the modified acccptanco-rcjcction method 
is the best method among the three and the acceptance-rejection method is better 
than the SIR method. Besides, foi. the bearings-only tracking example, we introduce 
a new importance weight and we conclude that the new importance weight is better 
than the original one when the SIR method is used. 
The thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2，wo briefly review sequential 
Monte Carlo and introduce the particle filter. In Chapter 3, target tracking and 
data association arc introduced. In Chapter 4, wc will focus on the modification of 
the acceptance-rejection method and give some examples for comparison. Besides, 
we will introduce a new importance weight for the bearings-only tracking example. 
Finally, a conclusion is prosontod in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 
Sequential Monte Carlo 
Lot the latent state voctors of a dynamic system be v^ for k — 0,1,..., m where 
k denotes the time. Suppose v^+i = ^k) where {efc} is a white noise process 
whose known distribution is iiidcpcndcrit of time and fk is a known system transition 
function. At each discrete time point k, measurement s^ is observed which relates 
to the state vector by Sk = h,k{vk,Si,} where {(5a；} is another white noise term whose 
known distribution is inclopondcnt of both time and tho system noiso and h^ is a 
known measurement function. 
Our aim is to use So, Si, S2... to estimate the values of ljo? •••• If the functions 
are linear and the noises are Gaussian, we can use KF to estimate the state vector 
of a discrete-time controlled process that is governed by linear stochastic difference 
equations. KF ostiinatos tho proccss state at some time and obtains feedback from 
measurements. It is a linear； discrete time, finite dimensional time-varying system 
that evaluates tho state estimate which minimizes the nicaii-squarc error. It also 
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propagates the mean and covarianco of this Gaussian pdf recursively. The EKF 
is an approach in recursive nonlinear estimation (Jazwinski 1970). The estimation 
problem is linearised about the predicted state so that the KF can be applied. EKF 
is a classical approach to the state estimation problem for a non-linear stochastic 
system and is obtained by updating a linearization around the previous state esti-
mate of noii-lincar system continuously. Hcncc, EKF is a modification of tho linear 
KF and can handle nonlinear dynamics and nonlinear measurement equations. 
As pointed out by Julicr, Uliliiiaiiii and Hugh (1995), EKF has two import ant 
drawbacks. First, the deviation of the Jacobian matrices and the linear approxima-
tors to the non-linear functions, can be complex causing implementation difficulties. 
Socond, those linearizations can load to filter instability if tho timcstcp intervals arc 
not sufficiently small. 
For a iion-liiicar system, wc can use SMCM. They arc a set of siniulatioii-bascd 
methods which estimate the posterior distribution conveniently for dynamic sys-
tern. SMCM are very flexible, easy to implement and applicable in a very general 
setting. They arc being applied to a largo number of interesting real problems s\ich 
as computer vision, tracking, and communications. 
Wo will consider in this diaptcr more details of SMCM. In Section 2.1, recursive 
Bayesian estimation will be described briefly. We will discuss SIS in Section 2.2 and 
the selection of importance function in Section 2.3. Finally, particle filter will be 
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considered in Scction 2.4. 
2.1 Recursive Bayesian estimation 
As mentioned in last section, the system equation is v^+i = fki^k^ ^k) and the mea-
surement equation is 5a- = We use So丄 to denote {so, S\,..., s^  }, a set of 
system measurements. The distribution of the initial state of the system is assumed 
to be known. Our aim is to estimate p{vk\so:k), the pdf of the current state v^ given 
111 principle, this pdf may be obtained in two stages recursively. The two stages 
are the prediction stage and the update stage (Gordon, Salmond and Smith 1993). 
(A) Prediction stage: 
Wo assume that the pdf p(t'f^ _i\so:k-i) at time stop (k-1) is available. As a result, 
the prior pdf is 
== J p i v k H - i )p{vk-i \f^O:k-i)dvk-i (2.1) 
where 人 i s the pdf defined by the system equation and the known distribu-
tion of Ck-i- Besides, as p{ek-\\vk-i) = p(ek-i), wc have 
P(^^itl^^it-i) = J p{vk\vk-uek.i)p{ek-i)dek-i. 
(B) Update stage: 
At time step k , a measurement s^ becomes available and may be used to update 
the prior via Bayes rule to obtain the required posterior pdf of the state at time step 
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k: 
p{vk\so:k) OC pisk\vk)p{vk\so:k-i). (2.2) 
With the p{vk\so:fc-i) found in the prediction stage, wc can get the required poste-
rior pdf. In the update equation (2.2), the measurement Sk is used to modify the 
predicted prior from previous time step to obtain the required posterior of the state. 
2.2 Bayesian sequential importance sampling 
SIS is one of the SIMCM and is a method for approximating the posterior distri-
bution of the state vector for the nonlinear dynamic system. It is a very practical 
tool for prediction, filtering and smoothing of nonlinear and/or non-Gaussian state 
space models and has been used in object tracking (MacCormich and Blake 1998). 
It is used siiicc it is difficult to sample from the state posterior p{vk\so:k) dircctly. 
Then we try to sample from the state posterior p(t7c|so:A：, i^it-i). Actually p{vi^ \so.,k) 
is a weighted mean of ”k-\、as p{vk.\so:k)=J'p{vk\so:k, t，A._i)P(^ ^A-i |s。:A.)(i."it-i. 
I3c\siclcsp(i*fc|so:it，Vfc一 1) OC p{vk\vk-I)p{sk\vk). Suppose that samples {t'^.,« = 1, 2,..., N} 
are drawn independently from an importance function ^I-i) and wl oc 
p(s1[:)p(If l；_ 1)/TT(1；Is0：it, Vfc_ 1) which is the importaiice weight. For the impor-
tance weight, the numerator is the target density and the denominator is the im-
portance function. The importance weight is very important for drawing sample as 
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a sample with a larger importance weight has a higher probability to be selected. It 
is also used to calculate the weighted mean. For the density function, p is related 
to target distribution and tt is related to the distribution of simulated variable. The 
SIS method uses the importance weight to calculate the weighted average and to 
update the previous importance weight. In Doucet, Godsill and Andrieu (2000)，SIS 
algorithm is shown as bolow: 
For time k = 0，1, 2，..., do 
1. For i = 1 , 2 , N , sample '4 from ^oiit) which is an importance 
function. 
2. For i = 1, 2,.... N, evaluate the iinportanco weights up to a iioriiialisiiig con-
stant 
3. For i = 1. 2,..., A,, normalise the importance weights 
诉 = ( 2 . 4 ) 
Then wo can estimate the posterior oxpoctation of the state voctor by Y1 '^I'^l using 
Bayesian importance sampling (Geweke 1998). Hence, we can use SIS algorithm to 
solve the pioblciiis of the iioii-liiicar dynamic system. 
There is a problem in this algorithm. If the importance function is of the form 
7r(t^ ():A|-5():A:)=7i"(v()|s()) Hi-I 7r{vi\vi):i-1, S().,；), the variance of the importance weights can 
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incrcaso with time. This is called a degenoracy phenomenon. By choosing a better 
importance function, the level of degeneracy problem can be reduced. We will discuss 
liow to choose an importance function in Section 2.3. Besides, Rao-Blackwellisatioii 
(RB) can be used to improve efficiency of estimation. The RB strategy makes use of 
the analytical structure in the proposed state space model. In order to reduce state 
dimension for particle filter algorithm, it marginalizes out linear-Gaussian state vari-
able conditionally from joint posterior distribution. See Casella and Robert (1996) 
for a general icfcrcncc on the topics. This strategy can rcdiicc the variance of the 
state estimator in particle filter. 
2.3 Selection of importance function 
111 order to rocluco the dcgonoracy problem of the algorithm, it is desired to select 
importance function for which the variance of the importance weights upon the 
simulated VQ.f._i and the observation So:a: is small. In Doiicet, Godsill and Aiidrieii 
(2000), four importance functions are considered. 
The first one is the optimal importance function. The optimal importance func-
tion .s'/c) was introduced by Zaritskii. Svetnik and Shimolcvich (1975). Soo 
also Akashi and Kumamoto (1977). By using the optimal importance function, the 
variance of the iinportance weights is the smallest. For this distribution, we obtain 
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from Equation (2.3) that tho importance weight is wl = However, 
there are two main drawbacks for the optimal importance function. 
The first drawback is that it requires the ability to sample from pi^kWlc-i, Sk) and 
then to evaluate p{sk\vl_^) = Js/；|vl)p{vl|^'jt_i)dvk• However, in general, there is 
no analytic form for this integral. The second drawback is that analytic evaluation is 
not possible for tho Gaussian state spaco model with non-linear transition equation. 
Hence, other methods are needed to select importance function under these two 
situations. 
The second one is an important distribution obtained by local linearlisation. A 
simple choice selects the importance function tt⑷i;义:_” sa:) as a parameter distribu-
tion 7r(."[.|/9(."【_i, .sjt))，with finito-dimonsional parameter 0 detonnincd by and 
Sk-
Tho third kind of iinportaiicc function is to use tlio prior distiibutioii of the 
hidden Markov model as importance function. This is the choice made by Handschin 
and May lie (1969) in their seminal works. In this case, the importance function is 
TT So:k) = and tho importance weight is lul = wl_^p{sk\vl). 
The last one is a fixed importance function. A simple choice fixes an impor-
tance function independently of the simulated value and of the observations. In this 
case, we have the importance function Sq：/：) = and the importance 
weight: WL = IVL_-^P{SK.\VL)P{VL\vl_I)I'K{V\). This is the importance function used 
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by Tanizaki (1993). 
2.4 Particle filter 
Particle filter is one of the SIS under SMCM. It is used for non-linear and non-
Gaussian problem. It has been introduced by (Handschin and Mayne 1969 and 
Akaslii and Kiimamoto 1977). In the mid 1990s, several particle filter algorithms 
were proposed independently under the names of Monte Carlo filters (Kitagawa, 
Koller, and Russell 1995), sequential importance sampling with resampling (Doiicet 
1998), bootstrap filters (Gordon, Salmond and Smith 1993), condensation trackers 
(Isard and Blake 1996), etc. 
The particle filter is used to approximate the probability density p{vi,.\si):k) in 
tho nonlinear problem by a largo set of N states for i 二 1,2，...，八厂}, which is a 
random sample from {f^*} for i = 1,2,..., N with an importance weight wl and all 
iioniialized importance weights sum to unity. Then we draw a random sample {vl} 
from {对*} according to the importance weight by the SIR method (Rubin 1987) and 
also use the importance weight to calculate the weighted mean of the posterior pdf. 
Tho location and weight of each particlo show tho vahio of tho density in tho region of 
the state space. Hence, the particle filter propagates and updates the corresponding 
location and weight of each particle with each new observation recursively by using 
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Equation (2.1) and Equation (2.2). As a result, wo obtain an approximation of tho 
posterior pdf p{vk\so:k)-
The ba«ic particle filter algoritliiii is shown as below: 
1. Initialization: Start by simulating a sample VQ from P{VQ) for i = 1. 2,..., N. 
Set k = 1. 
2. Update: Evaluate each prior pdf and obtain a normalized weight for each 
sample by receiving the measurement Sk. In this case, the importance function 
is the prior distribution of the hidden Markov model p{vl*\vl._^). Hence the 
iioniialiscd weight for cadi sample is 
Then resample N times from the discrete distribution with Fv{vl=vl*)='wi. 
Wo denote tho rosamplos as for i = 1,2,..., N. This sampling method is 
called the SIR method. 
3. Prodiction: Pass oach sample that is soloctod by the SIR method through the 
system to obtain samples from prior at time step k + 1: 
where e^  is a sample drawn from pdf of the system noise p(efc). 
4. Increase k by one. Go back to step 2. 
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By using this algorithm, wo can estimate iinolisorvod v^ by using observed ’％ in oach 
time step. 
The particle filter is very useful in many fields. A framework for navigation, 
positioning and tracking problems using particle filter is developed (Gustafsson et 
al. 2002). Besides, a particle filter can be used for traffic flow estimation problem 
for tho pnrposo of on-line traffic prediction, communications and radar tracking. It 
has been successfully applied to several practical problems including computer vi-
sion (Blake, Basclc, and Maccoriiiick 1998), terrain iiavigation (Berginaii and Ljung 




Target tracking and data 
association 
Tracking is a problem of estimating tho past and present and oven predicting the 
future. We use a tracking system to extract information from a dynamic system. 
Examples include the prediction of stock prices, iiioiiitoriiig of trucks in mining 
applications and tracking of people for monitoring. In target tracking, there is 
a problem called data association. The problem raises as we observe a number 
of signals and wo do not know which signals coino from which targets or which 
observations do not come from any targets. A filter, based on JPDA was proposed 
to solve the tracking problem. 
In this chapter we will consider more details of target tracking, data association 
problem and JPDA. In Section 3.1, target tracking and applications of target track-
ing wil】 be dosciibod briefly. Data (association and JPDA in multi-target tracking 
will be considered in Section 3.2. 
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3.1 Target tracking and its applications 
Target tracking is used to deal with the state estimation of a number of moving 
targets, based on measurements such as sonar returns or radar. There are single-
target tracking and multi-target tracking, depending on the iminber of targets. In 
recent years, particle filters have provided a popular framework for target tracking. 
Multi-target tracking (MTT) is an important requirement for surveillance sys-
tems having one or more sensors together with rompntor systems in order to in-
terpret both true targets and false alarms in an environment. False alarm is the 
observation that do not coinc from a true target. Besides, target tracking is one 
of the most essential and fundamental technologies to develop real world computer 
vision systems such as traffic monitoring and security systems. 
3.2 Data association and J P D A method 
In Sfiction 2.5, particle filter for stochastic non-linoar process and non-Gfuissian 
noises was introduced. In target tracking, there is a problem called data association. 
The problem raises as wc observe a iiuiiiber of signals sf.,..., sj!} and we do not 
know which signals come from which targets or which observations do not come 
from any targets. Data association is a great essential problem in target tracking 
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applications. Some observations may originate from a spccial model for so callcd 
false alarms, whose statistical properties are different from the targets. As a result, 
we need to determine which observation is real and which observation is a false 
alarm. In this section, we consider a Bayesian data association method, called 
JPDA, which is based on the concept of particle filter for multiple target tracking 
applications (Blackmail 1986 pp.300-304). This stop is important in the overall 
performance of the method. 
A multiple target and multiple sensor estimation and association problem is 
solved by the Bayesian particle filter. The SIR algorithm for estimating multiple 
targets is modified and Bayesian approach is used in the estimation of the state 
vectors. The idea of tho SIR algorithm and the hypothesis calculations according to 
the JPDA method are described. In order to simplify the algorithm, there are some 
assuinptioiLs. In practicc, wo can only observe signals in a bounded region. Thus 
we assume that the false alarm is uniformly distributed in that bounded region. 
Besides the number of false alarms in a given time follows a Poisson distribution. 
Furthermore，wo assume that no two singals can romc from the same target. Tho 
number of targets is a known constant. 
Let Vk be the state of the relative target locations at time A:, i.e. v^ 二 (?4，《…’ ”I) 
where 丁 is the number of targets. The samples in the SIR method are defined as 
工 1 — (.f；[。’ 1’ [。 ’仏 1. A special model is used to handle false alarms. We 
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call each association of tho observed moasuroments to the targets, a hypothesis. 
Therefore we have a number of hypotheses, and we denote them as Hi , Ho,..., HQ 
where C = E二、山丁、CJP/，CJ=T\/[{T - 7:)!i!] and P/=Jl/{J - i)\. For example, H, 
may mean that the s[, comes from target 1 and all other measurements are false 
alarms. The general expression for the likelihood of hypothesis Hj,, is 
P{H,,) = - P u Y ^ ' l S N 令 ( 3 . 1 ) 
where F),. is the number of false alarms in hypothesis Hi,,, Ik is the likelihood part, 
PD is tho flotoction probability of a signal that comcs from a real target and is tho 
expected number of the false alarms (Karlsson and Gustafsson 2001). Both PD and 
jj arc given. For the particlc filter, each sample is associated with an iinportcuicc 
weight: 
< =f： p m . 
h=l 
Normalization of {it? .^} yields the normalized importance weight wl. 
To illustrate the idea, let us consider a simple example. Suppose we have two 
targets (target iminbor 1 and target mmibcr 2) and two observations (observation 
number 1 and observation number 2). We do not know which observation comes 
from the targets and which observation is a false alcinii. The hypothesis matrix 
which consists of all associated hypothesis probabilities for this example is given in 
Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: The calculation of the hypothesis likelihood 
Hypothesis Xuiiiber Target Number Hypothesis Likelihood 
1 0；0 (1 - Pd^P^ 
2 1,0 IuPD{1-PD)(3 
3 2,0 IuPD{1 - PD)P 
4 0,1 k i Po i l - Pd)P 
5 2,1 hi luPf) 
6 0,2 122PD(1 - PD)P 
7 ^ Iwk'iPp 
In Table 3.1, the target number column gives the observation number associating 
to the two targets. For example, (2,0) represents that observation number 2 comes 
from the target number 1 and 0 indicates that there is no observation comes from the 
target number 2. For the hypothesis likelihood, I represents the likelihood function 
associated with the assignment of the observations to the targets. The first index 
of I represents the target number and the second index of I represents observation 
number. Therefore, lyz means the likelihood when observation nuinber 2 comes 
from target number 1. We can calculate all the hypothesis likelihoods in Table 3.1. 
Hciicc wc can find the iiiiportaiicc weight which is equal to the siiiiiniatioii of all the 
hypothesis likelihoods. 
Joint Probability Data Association (JPDA) algorithm is shown as below: 
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1. Sot k: = 0. Gonoratc N samples for each target I, — 1,2,..., r , say 
戲：二… r ，： . . ’們 
where VQ*^''' is generated from P{VQ). 
2. For each particle, the importance weight is computed: wj. = P{Hh) 
where P(f//,,) is the likelihood for hypothesis according to Equation (3.1). The 
weights are then normalised i.e. wl = wi. 
3. A new set is generated by resampling with replacement from 
with P i f " r = 
4. New particles ？；广+！ = fk{yk \ 4'.)) for i = 1, 2...., N are simulated using different 
independent noise realizations for the particles for each target t = 1, 2,..., r. 
5. Increase k by one and go back to step 2. 
JPDA algorithm will be used in Sub-section 4.3.3 for single-target tracking and in 
Sub-section 4.3.4 for multi-target tracking. 
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Chapter 4 
Particle filter using the 
acceptance-rejection method 
111 Scction 2.4, wo have considered tho particlc filter. In this chapter, wo will use 
the acceptance-rejection method to replace the SIR algorithm in the update stage of 
the particle filter in order to improve the result of state estimation. The use of the 
acceptance-rejection method in particle filter was first introduced by Hurzeler and 
Kimsch (1995). We call their method, the original acceptance-rejection method. 
Wo will modify tho original method, and call tho now algorithm, tho modified 
acceptance-rejection method. Some examples will be considered using the SIR 
algorithm, the acceptance-rejection method and the modified acceptance-rejection 
method and the results of the three different methods will be compared. Besides we 
will introduce a new importance weight for a bearings-only tracking example and 
compare tho now importance weight with tho original importance weight. 
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4.1 Particle Filter using the acceptance-rejection 
method 
Tho arcoptanco-rojoction method is also callcd the accopt-rojcct algorithm. For ex-
ample, f{v) is the target density. We are able to generate variate from a density 
function g{v) such that f{v) < cg(v) for all v and a. constant c. Then we generate 
u which follows U(0,1) distribution and v* according to g(v). If u < f{v*)/cg{v*), 
V* is accepted; otherwise v* is rejected. The accepted v* follows exactly the pdf 
/(•")• Wc will dcscribo how wo can sample approximately from a posterior distribu-
tion p{vk\so:k) by using the acceptance-rejection method. The acceptance-rejection 
method is used to replace the SIR algorithm in the update stage. 
The acceptance-rejection method has an advantage over the SIR algorithm. Let 
N be the number of samples that we want to select in each time step. For the 
SIR algorithm, wc draw N samples of Vk+i from N samples of '"《+i. It is very 
likely that some selected samples repeat and thus the selected samples must be 
positively correlated. The variance of the point estimator based on the sample will 
be larger than that for the independently and identically distributed (iid) case. For 
the acceptance-rejection method, we will not draw N samples of Vfc+\ from N samples 
of but for oach time, oach Vk will bo updated to becomo a new In othor 
words, we will draw N samples of vi^+i from more than N samples of vl^^ so that in 
the continuous ease no sclcctcd vj^ +i arc identical. As a result, the sclcctcd samples 
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will bo loss positively correlated than those of the SIR algorithm. Tho variance of 
the estimator using the rejection-acceptance method is smaller than that of the SIR 
algorithm. 
Suppose there exists an identifiable constant c > 0 such that p(Sfc |t《.）< c for all 
Tho algorithm using tho accoptancc-rojcction method is shown as follows: 
For i = 1,2,..., N, do 
Set flag—0. 
While (flag-0), do 
Generate a sample vl* from the prior distribution 
Gonorato u from U(0,1) distribution. If u < p(-so|.',&*)/(、accept VQ as VQ and 
set,flag=l. 
End of while loop. 
End of i loop. 
For k = 1,2,.... 772, do 
For I = 1,2,..., yV, do 
Set flag二0. 
While (flag=0), do 
Randomly select j from {1,2,...’ TV}. 
Simulate q. from the pdf of the system noise p{ek), and set vj^ ^^  二 几{yl, tk)• 
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Generate u from "(0 ’ 1) distribution. If u < 卜,[*+i)/c，accept as '4+” 
and set flag二 1. 
End of while loop. 
End of i loop. 
End of k loop. 
4.2 Modified acceptance-rejection algorithm 
In this section, we modify the original acceptance-rejection method in order to get a 
better result. In the existing algorithm, the frequency for each value to be selected in 
the prediction step follows a binomial distribution. The main idea of the modification 
is that we give each sample approximately the same number of chance. Each sample 
iinist be soloctod onco in the first round of the selection process. Then, the scloction 
process will be repeated until N samples of v^+i are selected. 
For the original method, value are sampled with leplaceiiieiit in the sampling 
process. However, for the new method, values are sampled without replacement in 
each round of the sampling process. The variance of the point estimator for sampling 
without roplacomont is smaller than that for sampling with roplacomont. Hcnco, the 
estimation of the state vector using the modified acceptance-rejection method will 
be better than that of the original acceptance-rejection method. 
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Again lot c be a positive constant such that 'p{sfc\vl) < c for all v^ and s^. Tho 
algorithm of the modified acceptance-rejection method is as follows: 
For z = 1, 2,..., N , do 
Set fiag=0. 
While (flag=0), do 
Goncrato from p{vo)-
Generate u from U(0.1) distribution and if u < p(so|'L'o*)/c, accept as v^ j and 
set flag=l. 
End of while loop. 
End of i loop. 
Set 斗 : ] = i for i = 1’ 2，..., N. 
For k = 1, 2,.... m, do 
Put count=0. 
While (count < N), do 
For i = 1,2,...,N - 1’ do 
Randomly scloct j from ?', i + 1,..., N. Exc.hango tho values of A[i] and A[j]. 
End of i loop. 
For i = l,2,...,yV, do 
Pass a sample through the system to obtain a sample from the prior at time 
step k + 1: = ca：) where tk is a sample drawn from the pdf of the 
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system noise p(tfc). 
Generate u from U{0,1) distribution and if u < accept i;^ ]"}* as 
and set count=comit + 1. 
If (count > + 1))’ break. 
End of i loop. 
End of while loop. 
End of k loop. 
4.3 Examples 
111 this section, four examples will be used to demonstrate the results of the SIR 
algorithm, the acceptance-rejection method and the modified acceptance-rejection 
method. First, wo simnlato Vk and ,sjt. Then wo use the moasurcmont vector which 
is s/c as a data for the posterior mean estimation. 
4.3.1 Example 1: One dimensional non-linear case 
In Gordon, Salniond and Smith (1993), the following stato-spaco model was consid-
ered: 
风 = g + 2 5 ^ + 8cos(1.2(/c - 1)) + (4.1) 
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Sk = 遙 + 4 (4.2) 
where tk and are zero mean Gaussian white noise with variances 10 and 1 re-
spectively. This example is severely non-linear, both in the system equation and 
tlio inoasnromcnt equation. Tho initial state is taken to bo '?;o=0.1. The results 
are shown in Figures 5.1 - 5.4. Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 show the result of the 
posterior mean cstiiiiatioii when the sample size N — 500 and the SIR method, the 
acceptance-rejection method and the modified acceptance-rejection method are used 
respectively. Figure 5.4 shows the distance between the estimated state vector and 
tho true state vector by the three methods. 
From Figure 5.4, we can conclude that the results of the acceptance-rejection 
method and the iiiodiiicd acccptancc-icjcctioii method arc better than that of the 
SIR method. The result of the inodified acceptance-rejection method is similar to 
that of the acceptance-rejection method. 
4.3.2 Example 2: Bearings-only tracking example 
The bearings-only model is well motivated and arises in many applications. Gordon, 
Salniond and Smith (1993) consider a bearings-only tracking problem for an object 
moving in a 2-D spaco. Tho measurements taken by a sensor at fixed intervals of 
time to track the object are the bearings or angles with respect to the sensor. The 
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distance of the target from the sensor is not measured. 
Let the location of the sensor be fixed at the origin in the x-y plane. The object 
moves ill the x-y plane according to the following process model: 
Vk = Avk-i + Bck (4.3) 
where Vk = Vk, Vk), (k = ((-)t,i,(.fc，2)'， 
/ 1 1 0 0 \ 
, 0 1 0 0 
/I = , 
0 0 1 1 
V 0 0 0 1 y 
/ 0.5 0 \ 
B= ‘ 0 
0 0.5 
V 0 1 ； 
and tho system noise {e/；} is a zero moan Gaussian white iioiso process with covari-
ances 
'0.0012 0 、 
、 0 0.0012 } • 
The measurements consist of the true bearing of the target corrupted by a Gaussian 
error term. Tho inoasuromont equation is written as 
Sk = tfm-i(yk/工 k) + 4 (4.4) 
where {6^} is a zero mean Gaussian white noise process with variance a? equal to 
0.0000025. In this thesis, we would like to make the following modification. The Sk 
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ill the measuromcnt equation (4.4) is the observed bearing. Its range is (—7r/2,7r/2). 
The normal noise, which has range (—00, 00), does not look that appropriate. It is 
more suitable to use the Von Mises distribution instead because the measurements 
are directional data. Actually, these two distributions and the results of estimating 
the posterior mean are quite similar if the Gaussian noise is relatively small. The 
pdf of the Von Miscs distribution is given by 
where —tt < 9 < tt, K > 0，—tt < (Aq < tt and Io{K) is the modified Bessel function 
of the first kind and order zero, i.e., /o(/\) = 二()((/(/2产斤！之).The parameter 
fiQ is the mean direction while the parameter K is the coiicciitiation parameter. 
The Von Mises distribution for points on a circle is analogous, in many respects, 
to the normal distribution of points on a line. It appears to have been first used 
by Von Mises (1918) to study deviations of atomic weights from integer values. 
Because the range of tan~^ is from (—7r/2) to (7r/2), we need to transform the Von 
Mises distribution whoso range is from (—tt) to (tt) to our required distribution. 
Let SI follows the Von Mises distribution whose range is from (—tt) to (tt) with 
mean direction /lio=0 and K = l/(4cr^) = 100000. We model the observed Sk by the 
equation: s^ = {yk/xk) + As the mean direction for {dl/2) is zero, the 
mean direction for sa- is tan—i (“人：/⑷. 
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、 
Tho initial state vcctor p{vo) is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution with 
mean(0.0, 0.0, 0.4, -0.05) and covariance 
/ 0.52 0 0 0 、 
0 0.005- 0 0 
0 0 0.32 0 • 
\ 0 0 0 0.012 y 
The actual initial state of the target is i;o=(-0.05, 0.001，0.7, -0.055). The results 
are shown in Figures 5.5-5.8. Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 show the the result of pos-
terior mean estimation when the sample size N = 4000 and the SIR method, the 
acceptance-rejection method and the modified acceptance-rejection method are used 
rospoctivoly. Figure 5.8 shows the distanco between the estimated state vector and 
the true state vector by the three methods. 
From Figure 5.8，we can conclude that the results of the acceptance-rejection 
method and the modified acceptance-rejection method are better than those of the 
SIR method. From time steps 4-10，the result of the acceptance-rejection method is 
better than that of the modified acccptanco-rojcction method. For time steps 14-24, 
the result of the modified acceptance-rejection method is better than that of the 
acceptance-rejection method. We can predict that after time step 24, the result of 
the modified acceptance-rejection method will be better than that of the acceptance-
rejection method. Hence, in conclusion, the result of the modified acceptance-
rojcction method is slightly hotter than that of the acccptanco-rojcction method. 
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4.3.3 Example 3: Single-tar get tracking 
Karlsson and Gustafsson (2001) consider a target tracking problem for a missile to 
air scenario. The relative state vector is defined as Vk = ?7人：—v'^ '"'"' in Cartesian 
coordinates, such that Vk={xk, Vk： Zk,’ ik, ilk, h)' where and Zf, are the 
Cartesian position coordinates and if,., yi,, z^ are the velocity components at time 
k. Tlio discroto time system is as follows: 
/ J J \ f \ j \ 
Vk+i = — ——Cfc. (4.5) 
\ ^3x3 ^3x3 / \ 3^x3 / 
where Osxa and Izxz are the 3 x 3 null matrix and identity matrix respectively. The 
process noise {e^} is assumed to follow Gaussian(03xi, Q) distribution where 
/ 102 0 0 \ 
Q = 0 102 0 
乂 0 0 102 j 
The measurement equation is 
I H - + yl + 4 \ 
Sk = t?in-^{yk/xk) + 4 , (4.6) 
where the iiieasuieiiieiit noise follows the Gaussiaii(03xi,/?) distribution with 
/ 502 Q 0 \ 
R = 0 0.012 0 . 
V 0 0 0.012 j 
False alarms arc possible in this cxaiiiple. The parainotiic models for false alarm 
are asssumed to follow Poisson distribution that is denoted by Po{XV), with the 
validation region voliimn V and the average number of false alarms per unit volumn 
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A. In the simulation of raw data, false alarm is uniform in (min .^Sfc i^, rnaxfcSk i^) x 
(minfcSjt，2，nia:CfcSfc，2) x (mm^.s^^a, max^Sk^s). The expected number of false alarms 
is XV = 0.5 and the detection probability PD is assumed to be 0.9. The number of 
targets r = 1 is assumed known. Furthermore, the initial state vector is with mean 
zero and covariance matrix 
/ 1002 0 0 0 0 0 、 
0 1002 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1002 0 0 0 
0 0 0 502 0 0 • 
0 0 0 0 5 0 2 0 
、0 0 0 0 0 502 y 
The own state vector is = (0,0,3000,200, -50’ 0)'. The initial target 
state vector v^ is vl = (6500,-1000, 2000, -50,100, 0)'. 
Only one initial target state vector is used. This is named as single-target track-
ing. The results are shown in Figures 5.9 - 5.12. Figures 5.9，5.10 and 5.11 show 
the result of the posterior mean estimation of the first target when sample size 
N 二 500 and the SIR algorithm, the acceptance-rejection method and the modified 
acccptancc-rcj cctioii method arc used respectively. Figure 5.12 shows the distciiicc 
between the estimated state vector and the true state vector by the three methods. 
From Figure 5.12，we can conclude that the results of the acceptance-rejection 
method and the modified acceptance-rejection method are better than that of the 
SIR method. It is clear that the result of the modified acceptance-rejection method 
is better than tluit of the acccptaiic;c-icjaction method. 
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4.3.4 Example 4: Multi-target tracking 
We consider a two-target tracking problem. The state vector, the measurement 
equations and the initial target are the same as in Example 3. In this example, we 
add one more initial target which is Vq = (5050, -450, 2000，100, 50, 0)'. For the two-
target tracking problem, we use the two initial targets. After specifying the vectors, 
we apply the same algoiitliin to calculate their posterior means. The results are 
shown in Figures 5.13 - 5.20. 
Figures 5.13. 5.14 and 5.15 show the result of the posterior mean estimation of the 
first target when tho sample size N — 500 and the SIR algorithm, the acccptanco-
rejection method and the modified acceptance-rejection method are used respec-
tively. Figure 5.16 shows the distance between the estimated state vector and the 
true state vector by the three methods. 
Figures 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19 show the result of the posterior mean estimation 
of tho socond target when the sample size N 二 500 and tho SIR, algorithm, the 
acceptance-rejection method and the modified acceptance-rejection method are used 
respectively. Figure 5.20 shows the distance between the estimated state vector 
and the true state vector by the three methods. From Figures 5.16 and 5.20, we 
can conclude that the results of the acceptance-rejection method and the modified 
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accoptanco-rojection method arc better than that of the SIR method. Fiirthormoro, 
it is clear that the result of the modified acceptance-rejection method is better than 
that of the acceptance-rejection method. 
4.4 A new importance weight for bearings-only 
tracking problem 
In this section, we will reconsider the bearings-only tracking problem discussed in 
Section 4.3.2. Our aim is to introduce a bettor importance function. For the original 
importance function, that is where vl = {xl, yl), only the previous target 
state is used. We do not make use of the observed bearing Sk, We propose a new 
importance function, which uses the previous target state and the observed bearing 
Sk. It is expected that the observed bearing of the target gives much infomation 
about tho miobscrvod target location. Wo define Vf* = {xl ,xl ,yl , yl) and set, 0 = 
tan'^lyl/xl) and r = t a n没=y l / ^ l - Introduce a new importance function which is 
equal to where J is the Jacobiari for the traiisforiiiatioii of (：4，0) 
to {xl. yl) which is equal to + (y《)2}|. The above expression reveals that 
we use the observed s人-to simulate the angle 6. Then we use the angle to simulate 
x l and yl. Tho new importance function has an advantage over tho original one as 
Sk is used in the new importance function. It contains more information than the 
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prior pdf which is tho original importance function. 
The detailed algorithm for generating variates from the new importance function 
is described below: 
First, we simulate from the Von Mises distribution with zero mean direction 
and the same K in Section 4.3.2. using the method introduced by Best and Fisher 
(1979). Tlio simulated S^ . has range (—tt) to (tt). 
Second, we transform S^ to 9 by the equation: 9 = [5112) + s^. 
Third, for cacli 0, wc simulate xl from 7r(rc^ .|0) which is proportional to 
wlioro 
//. = {XK-\ +IK-\) + ( r / ( l + 7 ， 2 ) ) { ( 饥 - (xa-1 -\RXK-\)R} 
and 
= 0 . 0 0 0 5 2 / ( 1 + 7-2). 
The normalizing constant of the 7r(a:j[.|6') is 
J-OC 
= 厂 4 e x p { - ( : 4 - " ) V ( 2 一 / 。 x l e x p { - ( x l - ^ f / { 2 c j ' ) } d x l . 
./() J-oo 
=a'exp{-fi^/{2a')} + exp{-//V(2a2)} + "’\/^(J(1 — ^-^i/a)) — /.iV^am-i^/ci)) 
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Honco 
冗 ( ？ 丨 们 = 
"I {2o-2 exp{-/iV(2(72)} + - ‘ 
Forth, compute yl = (tan 0)xl. 
Fifth, obtain ±1 and yl by the following equations: ±1 = 2x1 — 2x ,^-1 — x^-i and 
:')k = ‘2v*k - ‘2/A’-i 一 ijk-i. 
The importance weight for the new importance function is 
i pj^kH-MskH) 
‘Jn{xl\9)7r{e\s,) • 
As 问:）oc exp{A'cos(2(sA； - ^))} and 
7r(6^ |sA.) oc exp{/\ cos(2(^ 一 s/,))}, 
the new importance weight is wl oc ”(/:丨：：';)• 
Note that the ininicrator of tho importance weight is 
P(4l4-i) = 2冗(o.ioo5)2 c xp {- (W - / ' . J ' + - / / J 2 ) / [ 2 ( 0 . 0 0 0 . 5 ) 2 ] } ， 
where = xa-i + ik-i and /iiy^  = yk-\ + 
Finally, we obtain vl by using the SIR method, which draws samples from 
with the iioniializcd iiiipoitaiicc weight. 
Before appljnng the acceptance-rejection method when the new importance func-
tion is used, we need to find an upper bound of the importance weight. The irnpor-
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tancc weight is 
e x p { - [ ( ( 4 - a / x J / 0 - Q 0 0 5 ) ^ + { { y l - A ^ , , ) / 0 . 0 0 0 5 ) ^ ] / 2 } / ( 2 7 r ( 0 . Q 0 0 5 ) ^ ) 
+ r2)]/[2a2 e x p ( ^ ) + - • 
Then 
cxi){ —[((4 — /,zJ/0.0005)2 + {{yl — /,J/0.0005)2]/2}/cxp{ — — 
= exp{-[((个(二；f“i)))2 + ( ( t (二 ‘ 1 ) ) ) 2丨 /2} 
exP"i 2(0.00052) / 
<、vn|f_l 1 (yk-i+yk-i)'^ u 
一 -^/^n {l+r2}0.00052 卞{l+r2}0.00052~^l 
=oxp{-{2(.7;fc_i + : t“ i )r (m-i + k-i ) / (2{ l + r2}(0.0005)2)}} 
= e x p { - { { ( y l / x l ) ( x , .： + - (m—i + yfc_i)}V(2(0.0005)'^{l + ( ？ / ： - / ^ - ) ' } ) } } -
The upper bound of the above tcnii is equal to one. 
Let us consider another term 
[2fT^ oxp{-//.V(2fT2)} + f'V^rr - + r^} 
={2(0 .00057(1 + 2{0.0005~V(1 + r^)} ^ + aV^^Q-QOQ^VII + 
-2 a/ v/27r0.0005V{l + r2}$ ( = = L = ) } ( 1 + r~) 
V 0^.00052/{1 + /'2} 
=2(0.0005)2 exp{ 二工。二二）} + “ v^27r0.00052{1 + ,.2} — 2^y^27rQ.0005'- {^l + r''} 
H- I ‘‘ ) 
0^.00052/{1 + r2} 
= V ⑷ ’ 
where a 二 "\/l + r-= (xk-i + + + {ijk-i + yfc-i)r/\/l + r'^ and ip(a)= 
2(0.0005)2 exp{ + \/^0.0005a - 0005a,cJ(^). 
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It can be shown that |a| < yj 'xk-\ + i^—i)'^ + {jjk_\ + Vk-i)'^ - When a is negative, 
0(a) is decrciiying and when a is positive, '</'(«) is increasing. Hciicc the maximum 
of xp{a) for |a| < yj(xk-i + ifc-i)^ + (Vk-i + Vk-i)^ is equal to 
m c i x { i p { y j { x k . i + i k - i y + {Vk-i + y k - i y ) , i ^ { - { y / { x f , - i + X k - i y + {yk.-i + 如 - 1 ) 2 ) ) )， 
where 
+ + ( 饥 + 如 尸） 
=2(0.0005)2 “ + .'又.^尸 + fa-i + ：如-iH) 
、 》PI 2(0.00052) ！ 
-2^{2TT){{xk-i + Xk-iY + [vk-i + 一 i)2}0.0005 
+i:A.-i)‘2 + {vk-i +yk-\y 
()( 0.0005 ). 
and 
少、-、如 k-\ + [yk-.-] + 
- v ^ 0 . 0 0 0 5 V ' ( x , - i + X k - i ) ' + iVk-i + ijk-iy 
yj {xk-\ + ik-1Y + {yk-1 + Vk-1 )2 
(I〉( 0.0005 )• 
Finally, we can find an upper bound of the importance weight which is equal to 
max(^(y(T,_ , + xu-xf + + i/A:-.)')/(27r(0.0005)2), 
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^{-{^{Xk-i + ifc-i)'^ + {Vk-i + 如-i)2))/(27r(0.0005)2)). 
After obtaining the upper bound of the importance weight, we can obtain v'l by 
using the acceptance-rejection method and also the modified acceptance-rejectioii 
method. 
The results of using new importance weight for the bearings-only tracking ex-
ample arc shown in Figures 5.21-5.28. Figures 5.21, 5.22 and 5.23 show the result of 
the posterior mean estimation when the sample size N 二 4000 and the SIR method, 
the acceptaiice-rejectioii method and the modified acceptance-rejection method are 
used respectively. Figures 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26 show the distance between the true 
and the estimated state vector of the original importance weight and the new im-
portance weight by tho throo methods. Figures 5.27 and 5.28 show tho rcjoction 
rate of the original importance weight and the new importance weight when the 
acccptancc-icjcction method and the modified acccptancc-rcjcctioii method arc used 
respectively. 
From Figures 5.24，5.25 and 5.26, we can conclude that the new importance 
weight is bettor than tho original importance weight when tho SIR method is used. 
Besides, we find that at the early time stage, the original importance weight is 
better than the new iiiipoitaiicc weight. However, in the later time stage, the 
new importance weight is better than the original importance weight when the 
acceptance-rejection method or the modified acceptance-rejection method is used. 
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From Figures 5.27 and 5.28, wo find that the rejection rate of the now importance 
weight is lower than that of the original importance weight. Hence, it is more 
efficient to use the new importance weight when the acceptaiice-rejectioii method or 




Tho main aim of this thesis is to modify tho accoptanco-rejection method in the 
particle filter. We apply the SIR method, the acceptance-rejection method and 
the modified accciptaiicc-rejcctioii method in the update stage of the particlc filter. 
From the examples, the results of the posterior state vectors estimation by applying 
the modified acceptance-rejection method are the best among the three methods. 
Besides, the results of tho posterior moan estimation by applying tho accoptaiico-
rejection method is better than that by the SIR method. However, the number 
of samples generated for the acccptcincc-rcjcctioii method is more than that of the 
SIR method. It is obvious that the more the samples that are simulated, the more 
accurate the estimation result is expected. So it may not be a fair comparison. For 
the acceptanco-rcjoction method, tho better tho importance function is. tho loss the 
samples that are needed. Hence the number of samples generated depends on how 
"good" the importance function is. For SIR method, the iiuiiibcr of samples that 
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can bo solcctcd do not depend on how "good" the importance function is. Hcnco. it 
is quite reasonable to use the acceptance-rejection method which ensures the output 
quality and lets the sampling efforts vary. 
The acceptance-rejection method and the modified acceptance-rejection method 
are quite easily applied to other examples. However, there is one restriction for 
those methods. The importance weight must bo bounded above，and we can find 
an upper bound of the importance weight. If we cannot find an upper bound of the 
iiiiportaiicc weight, wc cannot use these methods. Hciicc, finding an upper bound 
of the importance weight is important for these methods. 
Besides, we have introduced a new importance weight for the bearings-only track-
ing oxaiiiplo. Tho importance weight is quite essential for the sampling stop in the 
particle filter. From the bearings-only tracking example, the results of the new im-
portance weight is bettor than the original one when the SIR method is used. For 
the original importance weight, the importance function is equal to 7r{vl\vl_^). It 
is the prior distribution of the hidden Markov model. However, for the new im-
poitanco weight, tho iniportaiico function which is equal to 力 T h a t 
means we have used the observed measurement to calculate the new importance 
function. Wc use more iiifoniiatioii in the new iiiipoitaiice function than the origi-
nal one. Hence, the estimation result for the new importance weight is better than 
that for the original importance weight when the SIR method is used. 
42 
Besides target tracking, particlc filter can also bo applied to many other fields. 
How the modified acceptance-rejection method and the new importance weight can 
be used there would be a topic of further study. 
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Figure 5.1: The result of the posterior mean estimation when the SIR method is 
used (One dimension non-linear case). The circle line is the real data and the square 
line is the postciior mean estimation. 
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Figure 5.2: The result of the posterior mean estimation when the acceptance-
rojcction method is used (One dimoiision non-linoar case). Tho circlo lino is tho 
real data and the square line is the posterior mean estimation. 
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Figure 5.3: The result of the posterior mean estimation when the modified 
acceptance-rejection method is used (One dimension non-linear case). The circle 
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Figure 5.4: The distance between the true and the estimated target location using 
the three methods (One dimension non-linear case). The circle line is the distance 
using the SIR method, the square line is the distance using the acceptanc-rejection 
method and the diamond line is the distance using the inodified acccptaiicc-rojcction 
method. 
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Figure 5.5: The result of the posterior mean estimation when the SIR method is used 
(Bearings-only tracking example). The circle line is the real data and the square 
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Figure 5.6: The result of the posterior mean estimation when the acceptance-
rcjcction method is used (Boarings-only tracking example). Tho circle line is the 
real data and the square line is the posterior mean estimation. 
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Figure 5.7: The result of the posterior mean estimation when the modified 
acceptance-rejection method is used (Bearings-only tracking example). The circle 
line is the real data and the square line is the posterior mean estimation. 
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Figure 5.8: The distance between the true and the estimated target location using 
the three methods (Bearings-only tracking example). The circle line is the distance 
using the SIR method, the square line is the distance using the acceptanc-rejection 
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Figure 5.9: The result of the posterior mean estimation of the target when the SIR 
method is used (Single target tracking). The circle line is the real data and the 
square line is the posterior iiicaii estimation. 
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Figure 5.10: The result of the posterior mean estimation of the target when the 
accoptancc-rojoction method is used (Single target tracking). Tho circle lino is tho 
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Figure 5.11: The result of the posterior mean estimation of the target when the 
modified acceptance-rejection method is used (Single target tracking). The circle 
line is the real data and the square line is the posterior mean estimation. 
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Figure 5.12: The distance between the true and the estimated target location using 
the three methods (Single target tracking). The circle line is the distance using the 
SIR method, the square line is the distance using the acceptanc-rejection method 
and the diamond line is the distance using the modified acceptance-rejection method. 
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Figure 5.13: The result of the posterior mean estimation of the first target when the 
SIR method is used (Multi-target tracking-first target). Tho circle lino is the real 
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Figure 5.14: The result of the posterior mean estimation of the first target when the 
acccptanco-rojcction inothod is used (Multi-target tracking-first target). The circle 
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Figure 5.15: The result of the posterior mean estimation of the first target when the 
modified acceptance-rejection method is used (M\ilti-target tracking-first target). 
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Figure 5.16: The distance between the true and the estimated target location using 
the three methods (Multi-target tracking-first target). The circle line is the distance 
using the SIR method, the square line is the distance using the acceptanc-rejection 
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Figure 5.17: The result of the posterior mean estimation of the second target when 
the SIR method is used (Multi-target tracking-second target). The circle line is the 
real data and the sqiuirc line is the posterior mean estimation. 
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Figure 5.18: The result of the posterior mean estimation of the second target when 
the acceptance-rejection method is used (Multi-target tracking-second target). The 
circle line is the real data and the square line is the posterior mean estimation. 
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Figure 5.19: The result of the posterior mean estimation of the second target when 
the modified acceptance-rejection method is used (Multi-target tracking-second tar-
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Figure 5.20: The distance between the true and the estimated target location us-
ing the three methods (Multi-target tracking-second target). The cirlce line is the 
distance using the SIR iiietliod, the square line is the distance using the acceptaiic-
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Figure 5.21: The result of the posterior mean estimation when the new importance 
weight and the SIR method is used (Bcariiigs-only tracking example). The circlc 
line is the real data and the square line is the posterior mean estimation. 
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Figure 5.22: The result of the posterior mean estimation when the new importance 
weight and the acceptance-rejection method is used (Bearings-only tracking exam-
ple). The circlc line is the real data and the square line is the posterior nicaii 
estimation. 
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Figure 5.23: The result of the posterior iiicaii estimation when the new iinportaiice 
weight and the modifed acceptance-rejection method is used (Bearings-only tracking 
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Figure 5.24: The distance between the true and the estimated target location when 
the SIR method is used (Bearings-only tracking example). The circle line is the 
distance when the original iiiiportance weight is used and the square line is the 
distance when the new importance weight is used. 
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Figure 5.25: The distance between the true and the estimated target location when 
the acceptance-rejection method is used (Bearings-only tracking example). The 
drdc line is the distance when the original importance weight is used and the square 
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Figure 5.26: The distance between the true and the estimated target location when 
the modified acceptance-rejection method is used (Bearings-only tracking example). 
The circle line is the distance when the original iriiportaiice weight i« used and the 
square line is the distance when the new importance weight is used. 
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Figure 5.27: The rejection rate of the original importance weight and the new impor-
tance weight when the acceptance-rejection method is used (Bearings-only tracking 
example). The circlc line is the rejection rate of the original importance weight and 
the square line is the rejection rate of the new importance weight. 
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Figure 5.28: The rejection rate of the original importance weight arid the new impor-
tance weight when the modified acceptance-rejection method is used (Bearings-only 
tracking example). The circle line is the rejection rate of the original importance 
weight and the square line is the icjcctioii rate of the now iiiiportance weight. 
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